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Consider the mixed integer programming problem (PM) 
minimize z = ct X 
subject to Ax = b 
o ::;;: X E Rn 
XJ E Z (1 ::;;: j::;;: n 1 ) 
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where A is an R-component m x n matrix, b is a vector in Rm, c is 
a vector in Rn and nand n 1 are integers with 0 < n 1 < n. Rand Z 
denote the set of all real numbers and the set of all integers, respec-
tively. 
Let X be the set of all feasible solutions: 
X ~ {x~(:J E R"; Ax~ b, XLO, X, E Z (1 sj s ntl}. 
Let aI, ... , an be the column vectors of A: A = (al .. , an), where 
aJ = (a 1J .•• anJ)!. We denote by V the abelian group generated by 
aI, ... ,anl , b, i. e., 
V=a1Z + ... + anI Z + bZ eRn. 
Let f be a real valued function defined on V, satisfying 
f( vd + f( vz) ~ f( VI + vz) 
for any VI' Vz E V, then f is called a subadditive function on V. 
Let 7r be a vector in Rn and ~o be a real number. An inequal-
ity nix ~ 7[0' is called a valid inequality for X if every x E X satisfies 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a subadditive function on V satisfying f( 0) 
= O. Then, for any x E X, 
Proof. For any ZI, ... , Znl E Z, we have 
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nl nl 
~ f(a) Zj ~ f(~ aj zJ 
j= 1 j=l 
(See the proof of Theorem 1 in [4]). 
For any x E X, we have Ax = b, 1. e., 
nl n 




f(~ ajXj + ~ ajxj) 
j=l j=nl+l 
nl n 
:S;; f(~ ajxj) + f( ~ ajxj) 
j=l j=nl+l 
nl n 
~ ~ f(aJxj + f( ~ ajxj), 
j=l j=nl+l 
hence 
For an integer I( > 1), we denote by Zt a complete residue sys-
tem modulus I : Zt = {a, 1, ... , I-I}. We define the function It : Z~Zt 
as follows: for any a E Z, there exists the integer b such that a == b 
(mod!) and bE Zt ; we define ft(a) = b. Then ft 
function on Z and on any subset of Z. 
is a sub additive 
Further we define the function Pi : Zt ----> Z as follows: for any 
(a)l;:;;j;:;;t E zt, Pi( (aj)) = ai' We put fl =iz 0 Pi; then H is a subadditive 
function on zt and on any subset of zt. 
Now, we consider the mixed integer programming problem (PM)' 
We assume all of the components of A and b are integers. This is 
actually equivalent to assuming the components rational. 
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THEOREM 2. Let i be an integer with 1 ~ i ~ m. If au::2: 0 for 
any j( n 1 + 1 ~ j ~ n), then 
nI n 
~ fz (au)xj + ~ aUxj::2: fz (b i ) 
j=l j=nI +1 
15 a valid inequality for x. 
Proof. We should notice that V = al Z + ... + anI Z + bZ c zn. 
By Theorem 1, we have for any x E X, 
since fl is a subadditive function on V. So it follows 
We have 
n n 
fz ( ~ aUxj) ~ ~ aUXj 
j=nI+l j=nI+l 
by our assumption. Therefore 
is a valid inequality for X. 
EXAMPLE. 
minimize Z= Xl + 2X2 + 3X3 + 4X4 + 5X5 
subject- to 3Xl + X2 + 5X3 - 2X4 - 4X5 = 15 
5Xl + X2 - X3 + 4X4 - 5X5 = 10 
o ~ Xj E Z (1 ~ j ~ 4) 
o ~ X5 E R 
The solution 
65 45 
Xl =28' X2 =0, X3 =28' X4 =0, X5 =0 . h 50· WIt Z=T IS 
optimal for the associated linear programming problem without the 
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integrality restrictions. 
Put A= G 
We multiply both sides of the equation Ax = b on the left by the 
matrix (: ~r Then we have 
(
-2 0 6-6 
- ~ 0 -2 -28 22 
so 
-2XI +6X3 -6X4 +X5 =5 
-2X2 -28x3 +22x4 +5X5 = -45. 
The coefficients of X5 are non-negative, so we obtain the following 
valid inequalities by Theorem 2: 
for i=l and 1=2 X5 ~ 1 
for i=l and 1=3 Xl +X5 ~2 
for i=l and 1=4 2XI +2X3 +2X4 + X5 ~ 1 
for i=l and 1=6 4XI +X5 ~ 5 
for i=2 and 1=2 5X5 ~ 1 
for i=2 and 1=4 2X2 +2X4 +5X5 ~ 3 
for i=2 and 1=6 4X2 +2X3 +4X4 +5X5 ~ 3 
for i=2 and 1=7 5X2+X4+5x5 ~4 
The first, 5th, 6th and the last of these inequalities are cuts. 
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